
Or•phic  [ or-fik ]
adj. Having an import not apparent to the senses nor obvious to the intelligence; beyond ordinary understanding; mystic.
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Our etheral drive at the Orphic Group is to provide 

an inspirational environment for our talented 
team to thrive and create new innovative ideas, 
growth opportunities, industry distruption, and 
socially responsible products and services.  But most 
importantly, to continue to challenge the norm and 
bring about new perspective into everything we do.
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The 228 Elysian Project is a dynamic innovation platform that fosters 
its own startup incubator and venture studio.  Working with VC and 
private equity funds, universities, accelerators, and NGO’s, the Elysian 
Project has been created to inspire, reveal, explore, incubate, grow, 
harbor, and transform ideas, and to seek out new talent through its 
mentorship programme. 

www.elysian-project.com



NOBL 
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Athens, Greece
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Our newest brand - NOBL Business Hub - is a unique hybrid luxury business lounge and events 
space that incorporates all the conveniences of a full concierge service applied to board rooms, 
executive lounges, private offices, full bar with barista, presentation theaters, podcast studios, and 
at some locations integrated high-end residential.  With the first location now fully operational in 
Athens Northern Suburbs, NOBL is poised to expand at multiple locations and across Europe. 

www.noblexclusive.com
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Vicky Shawe is a fine jewellery and fashion accessories designer and manufacturer. The brand 
positions itself as edgy, timeless, and inclusive, transforming the wearer into a bold, empowered 
and confident individual setting themselves apart from the others.  Although Vicky Shawe is 
a start-up designer company, its corporate strategy is an ambitious one with sales outlets in 
premium locations worldwide, and a marketing campaign that competes heavily with other 
luxury brands. 

www.vickyshawe.com



Producer of the award-winning Cutthroat Gin brand, our line of premium gins, tonics and pre-mixed 
cocktails are authentically brewed and distilled with recipes and processes that date back to the 1880’s.  
1888 Beverage Company also engages in other food and beverage opportunities including private 
label and special edition runs, and themed cocktail bar development.

www.1888beverage.com
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1888 
BEVERAGE 
COMPANY:
Athens, Greece



A boutique aviation consulting firm that specializes in business aviation, powerplant and aircraft 
asset management, sale and acquisitions, and other special projects.  Based at First Canadian Place 
in Toronto Canada, Element Aerospace is composed of a team of core partners that are highly 
experienced with an international footprint.  

www.element-aerospace.com
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Gannuver’s unique platform supports leading aerospace companies by providing commercial sales 
and marketing representation and technical consulting services worldwide, in both aerospace, naval,  
and land-based, civil and defense sectors, representing OEM manufacturers, Maintenance Repair and 
Overhaul (MRO) facilities, aircraft and engine spare parts providers, petroleum tanks and accessories, 
and innovative engineering applications. 

www.gannuver.com
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A boutique property and estate developer specializing in group residency and modern virtual office 
spaces. VBrands Global represents the best in design and space optimization, and creates viable 
and socially sustainable next generation accommodation and collaboration spaces, by spawning 
synergies and a modern urban design ecosystem alongside talented architectural and urban planning 
developers with similar vision.   

www.vbrandsglobal.com
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An investment advisory platform that provides strategic advisory and consulting services related 
to business expansion, acquisitions and mergers in the areas of commercial aviation and transport, 
property and land assets, consumer & retail, food and beverage, distribution & supply chain and 
industrials, alternative energy, technology and software, entertainment, tourism and hospitality sectors, 
and product manufacturing and distribution. 

MEDITERRA 
HOLDINGS:
Limassol, Cyprus

www.mediterraholdings.com



Copyright ©2023 the Orphic Group. All rights reserved.  The Orphic Group is a collaboration between the legal entities of Vicky Shawe Limited / Element Aerospace Limited 
/ Gannuver Trading Limited / Mediterra Holdings Cyprus Limted / VBrands Global Limited / 228 Elysian Project Advisory Limited / 1888 Assets Limited / 1888 Beverage Com-
pany Limited, each of which is established under the laws of their respective states of incorporation.  Each such company operates independently and the Orphic Group 
does not imply to conduct any business activities on behalf of these legal entities nor alter their established place of business.

ORPHIC GROUP
228 Elysian Project Advisory Limited
11 Mesogiou Street, Agia Fylaxi, Limassol CY-3117 Cyprus

Vicky Shawe Limited 
Omirou 38, Pakova Center, Office 202, Limassol CY-3095 Cyprus

1888 Beverage Company Hellas Limited 
28 Amarousiou Avenue, Neo Iraklio, 14123 Greece

Element Aerospace Limited 
First Canadian Place, 100 King Street West. Suite 5700 Toronto ON, M5X 1C7 Canada

Gannuver Trading Limited 
33, Pentelis Street, Suite 202, Dasoupolis, Strovolos CY-2013 Nicosia Cyprus

VBrands Global Limited 
10 Ioannis Kyriakides, Limassol CY-3067 Cyprus

Mediterra Holdings Cyprus Limted 
11 Mesogiou Street, Agia Fylaxi, Limassol CY-3117 Cyprus

1888 Assets Limited
11 Mesogiou Street, Agia Fylaxi, Limassol CY-3117 Cyprus

NOBL is a registered trademark of 228 Elysian Project Advisory Limited
Orphic Group is a registered trademark of 228 Elysian Project Advisory Limited

info@orphicgroup.com  / www.orphicgroup.com


